Respected Sir/Madam,

Date: 02.11.2022

The West Bengal State Council of Higher Education in collaboration with the Oxford
University Press (a department of the University of Oxford, UK) is organising a
workshop on “Accelerating Research with Oxford University Press” on November 17,
2022 (11.30AM to 1:30 PM).
You are cordially invited to join the Workshop. You are also requested to circulate the
programme amongst your faculty-members, researchers and to your students so as to
encourage them to join the workshop on the above-mentioned date.
The participants are requested to register themselves by the given link below. A
confirmation email will be sent to your registered e-mail-id with a link to attend the
webinar.
Details of schedule of the workshop will also be available upon successful registration.

Link to register: https://bit.ly/3s1VuV1
To share your feedback and recommendation about the programme:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeMdDDqBr_uzMcMiGA_JbByBuH1W
YkJR8bOMn8VgXY-qJiIzQ/viewform?usp=pp_url
With thanks,
Yours sincerely,

Dr. Moumita Bhattacharya
Joint Secretary (Academic)
West Bengal State Council of Higher Education
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Training Agenda
How the Oxford Academic platform caters to the needs of
early researchers
The importance of the Impact Factor & how it is generated
Smart searching & browsing techniques to generate quick
and accurate results.
How to write a manuscript & the types of manuscripts
How to select which journal you want to write for
The journal publishing cycle
What is Open Access –Kinds of Open Access
Read & Publish

Scan QR Code

or

Click here to register
https://bit.ly/3s1VuV1

The West Bengal State Council of Higher Education invites you to attend a Workshop on
Accelerating Research with Oxford University Press
(a department of the University of Oxford, United Kingdom)
on November 17, 2022
The West Bengal State Council of Higher Education in collaboration with Oxford University Press
(A department of the University of Oxford, UK) is organizing a workshop on Accelerating Research
with Oxford University Press on November 17, 2022.
Date
Venue
Duration

November 17th 2022
Online
11.30 A.M to 1.30 P.M (2 Hours)

This program will help you understand • The new Oxford Academic Platform for Journals and other E-Resources
available
• How it can help you to enhance and enrich your research
• Key features and concepts of the research process
• Understanding the Publishing process
Objective:
• Overview of Oxford Academic New platform
• Introduction of Oxford Academic platform.
• Discuss various integrated products in Oxford Academic ( Oxford Handbooks

Online, Very Short Introductions & Oxford Journals, etc.)
• How the Oxford Academic platform caters to the needs of early researchers

( The importance of the Impact Factor & how it is generated, Smart searching &
browsing techniques to generate quick and accurate results.)
• Differences between a thesis and an article
• How to write a manuscript
• Types of manuscripts
• How to select which journal you want to write for
• How do you upload a manuscript on the OUP platform –The article submission

process- The journal publishing cycle
• What is Open Access –Kinds of Open Access
• Read & Publish

Learning Outcome –
This session will help the new researcher to determine whether you are ready to
publish your work, discuss the manuscript forms available, and highlight points to
consider when choosing the right journal for your research. At the end of the session,
the learner will be able to walk away with an understanding of the publishing
process and the steps you should follow when preparing to publish for the first time.

The training is complimentary, and students, teachers and librarians are free to
attend.

